
Sunday, June 20 2pm
L I N C O L N  P L A C E  A T  7 T H  A V E N U E

WORLD REFUGEE DAY
T H E  5 T H  A N N U A L

M U S I C  F E S T I V A L

A FREE celebration with live musical acts from around the 
world, plus dance, theater, visual art and more.

Program will close out with special performance by Laura Elkeslassy at 5pm

B K C M . O R G / W R D 2 1

P L U S  S P E C I A L  V I R T U A L  F A C E B O O K  C O N C E R T  O N  J U N E  1 8  A T  6 PM

This program is supported, in part, by public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council. The BKCM 
2020-2021 Concert Season is supported by a generous grant from the Frank & Lydia Bergen Foundation.
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WRD STAGE PERFORMERS
ANASTASSIYA MAXIMENKO (MASTER OF CEREMONIES) – Anastassiya is a Russian 
immigrant woman from Kazakhstan building her life in New York. She is a storyteller who 
loves to share her immigrant experiences. At work, Anastassiya is an aspiring educator 
helping immigrants to realize their potential through Higher Education. Not at work, 
Anastassiya is an activist who is fighting for immigrants’ rights to have a fulfilling life at 
their new found home.

YURIY UTEYEV – Yuriy is from Kazakhstan originally and grew up in Karaganda. He came 
to live in New York 7 months ago and has been working as a flute and guitar teacher at 
a local music school. Music is Yuriy’s passion, career, and livelihood. Yuriy will be opening 
the event with a piece called Prelude from Suite Antique by the composer John Rutter 
on the flute.

ALENA EDELMAN – Originally from Belarus, Alena is an engineer. She decided to be an 
engineer when she was 12 and has learned and studied since then to build her career. 
Finally, she became what she wanted to be— a high-level professional. She felt proud 
and good about herself, satisfied. Now she is here and needs to do or try to do it all over 
again; now she knows that she can’t be happy without that thing— being an engineer.

ANNA ZEMSKOVA – Born in St. Petersburg, Russia, Anna moved to New York in 2017. 
She holds a Master’s Degree in Management. Before moving to the U.S. Anna worked 
in recruiting, but in New York, her career made a twist and now she supports future 
workers by teaching English as a Second Language. Anna also studies arts management 
and volunteers for Brooklyn Public Library.

ZIBA DRAMANE – A songwriter and singer originally from Burkina Faso. His texts are 
based on the exclusion of the disadvantaged, excision, injustice and love. He has been 
part of World Refugee Day Music Festival almost every year since its inception.

JEI FABIANE – Jei Fabiane is from Colombia, a violent country for LGBTQ people, where 
he began his activism and where it was almost impossible for him to survive as a queer 
man. Jei was able to get asylum protection in the U.S. because of the dangers of being 
an LGBTQ activist in Colombia. For the last few years, Jei has continued to work on his 
art and activism from New York. Jei’s activism is expressed through his musical theater, 
music, and film performances and has set him apart as a performer. Jei’s EP and the lyrics 
of the songs on it are inspired by his mission of defending LGBTQ rights, the diversity of 
the LGBTQ community, and the inclusivity that we need in society. He has two theater 
awards from New York theater critics and has performed in many distinguished venues 
such as the Carnegie Hall, the Theater for the New City, The Tank, and more.

NAVRIOSKA MATEO – Navrioska Mateo is an artistic-nerd hybrid, with a background 
in computer science and project management and a vivid interest in art. By day she 
is a Network Engineer for Doubleverify where she architects, develops and sustains a 
globally distributed network. She has 9+ of experience in the networking, telecom, and 
AdTec fields where she had developed her STEM professional career.

LORELEI SALAS – Lorelei Salas is currently a fellow with the Open Society Foundations 
and a Fulbright Specialist on consumer and worker protection laws. She is an attorney 
and has previously held numerous government roles and has worked with non-profit 
organizations that represent immigrant New Yorkers. Lorelei arrived in the US from Peru 
at the age of 19 and she’s a perpetual English language learner.

SESAME FLYERS INTERNATIONAL INC. – A thirteen (13) time winner of the Large Band 
category in the West Indian American Labor Day Parade, Sesame Flyers International, 
Inc. is extremely active and visible in the Caribbean community. Throughout previous 
years, the West Indian American Labor Day Parade has drawn over 3.5 million spectators. 
Also a source of pride is Sesame Flyers’ part in World Brooklyn, the Brooklyn Children’s 
Museum exhibit featuring the many cultures of the borough, where visitors can visit 
the Sesame Flyers Mas camp and are invited to learn about the culture by trying on 
costumes. In addition to its participation in the Parade, it is important to note, that for 
over a quarter century residents of East Flatbush and Canarsie have relied on Sesame 
Flyers International for many year round programs that preserve culture, tradition and 
values and we have delivered. This year over 7,000 individuals will come through our 
doors in search of some form of assistance. Whether it is tutoring young students, 
providing safe and nurturing spaces for children to play during the summer, organizing 
youth-led community service activities, job readiness programs, providing case 
management and counseling for families in crisis, giving adult learners access to GED 
programs and computer technology, or celebrating the rich traditions of Caribbean 
nations, there are very few aspects of community life that Sesame Flyers does not touch. 

About Sesame Flyers performance for World Refugee Day:
The dance presentation for this event is called "True Lies." which will be played to the 
vibrant and energetic sounds of Soca music. The Soca artist who sing this song is 
Fayann Lyons who is from Trinidad and Tobago or as the locals say "Trinbago." In this 
dance the audience will get to experience what Carnival kick off is like in Trinidad and 
Tobago. Carnival is know in Trinbago as "The Greatest Show On Earth" The energy and 
vibes from this performance is is intended to  captivate the audience and give them 
a chance to be a part of the celebration. We will also will feature the sweet sounds 
of Steelpan. The pan is the national instrument of Trinidad and Tobago. This skill and 
performance have been conclusively shown to have grown out of Trinidad and Tobago's 
early 20th-century Carnival percussion groups known as tamboo bamboo. 



World Refugee Day Music Festival 
will be followed at 5pm by:
LAURA ELKESLASSY
Judeo-Arab hits from the greatest divas of North Africa. 
Directed by Laura Elkeslassy (Voice) & Ira Khonen Temple (keyboard, accordion).

FEATURING
April Centrone | Percussion
Eylem Basaldi | Violin
Yoni Battat | Guitar, Oud, Percussion
Zoë Guigueno | Bass

PRODUCTION 
Laura Elkeslassy, Ira Khonen Temple 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 
Brooklyn Conservatory of Music & The New Jewish Culture Fellowship

CONCERT DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR 
Hannah Roodman

SOUND 
JC Studios

LYRICS TRANSLITERATION & TRANSLATION 
Yohai Cohen, Adil Abara, Joseph Elkeslassy, Juda Oliel, Raymond Lassy

SPECIAL THANKS
Claudia Horowitz, Matt Green, Maia Ipp, Miranda Knutson, Torrey Townsend, Laurent 
Charbit, Hay Corcos, Osnat Bensoussan, Natalie Haziza, Mehdya Fassi The JFREJ 
Sephardi/Mizrahi Caucus, the Mizrahi Collective, The New York Andalus Ensemble, ...

This show is sponsored by Rise Up!, the New Jewish Culture Fellowship,  
the Greater New York Arts Development Fund of the New York City Department 
of Cultural Affairs, administered by Brooklyn Arts Council and the Brooklyn 
Conservatory of Music.

CRAFT TABLE 
MICHELLE HUANG – I'm Michelle, Cantonese Mommy. I'm promoting and preserving 
Cantonese by reading Children books on YouTube. I'm also fluent in Mandarin and some 
Korean. www.cantonesemommy.com

ART GARDEN
SOLOMIIA BORUKH – Solomiia Borukh, born March 24, 2005 in Ternopil, Ukraine, is a 
talented, cheerful and sociable girl, who discovered her passion for painting at the age 
of five. Winning an award at a young age, at a talent show in her native town, inspired 
her to paint more and further develop her skills. Solomiia presented 17 paintings at her 
first exhibition “Colorful Childhood”, that took place in May of 2016. The name of the 
exhibition reflected the character of her works at the time, which were full of bright 
colors. The success of that event created a huge interest towards her work. Furthermore, 
Solomiia donated part of the proceeds from sales of her painting, to local charity to 
help less fortunate children with similar interests. Today, Solomiia boasts more than 60 
paintings in her portfolio and continues to develop her skills in New York, her new home, 
and dreams of becoming an inspiring artist.

HASIBA DOOST – Hasiba was born in Kabul, Afghanistan. She completed her high school 
in Kabul. Before coming to the U.S., Hasiba ran a small business making Afghani clothes 
and jewelry. She went to the U.S. through the Special Immigrant Visa program, which 
protects those who worked with the U.S. government in Afghanistan. Hasiba’s husband 
worked with the U.S. military in Afghanistan. As a result of his work with the U.S., Hasiba 
came to the U.S. Hasiba currently resides with her two sons in Queens and runs a small 
clothing business from her house.

SITARA MOMAND – Sitara was born in Kabul, Afghanistan. She came to the U.S. as 
a refugee in 2013 along with her daughter. Sitara worked as an administrator at the 
Ministry of Public Health in Afghanistan. She had to flee from Afghanistan due to the civil 
war. Sitara currently works as a chef at an Afghan restaurant in Queens, NY. Sitara is also a 
professional toy-maker, and she has been in the business for the past ten years. She loves 
to make decorative toys in her free time and sell them.

MUYAMBO MARCEL CHISHIMBA – Born in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), he 
was taught as a young boy to paint by his uncle, Kabemba Albert Stounas, an acclaimed 
artist in Congo. Over the course of a number of years, Chishimba exhibited in Zambia, 
Swaziland, and Malawi. In 1993, after the death of his first wife amid extreme conflict in 
his homeland, Chishimba fled south to the Zambian border as a refugee. Never one to 
falter in the face of challenges, Chishimba painted and sold portraits and landscapes for 
nearly 20 years living in a Zambian refugee camp, in order to buy enough food to feed 
his family. His stunning portraiture caught the attention of former Zambian President, 
Kenneth Kaunda during the president’s visit to the camp. Chishimba and his family 
later left Zambia and settled in Elizabeth, New Jersey, where he now continues his 50+ 
year career as an artist, painting abstracts and landscapes with oil on canvas. His bold, 
dynamic strokes and his unique combination of earthy tones and richly hued colors are 
inspired by the culture and people of his African homeland.

SAMEA SHANORI (Designed the art behind this year’s World Refugee Day Festival’s 
Poster) – Samea is a Afghan sketch, digital, and collage artist living in New York. She was 
born in Kabul, Afghanistan and fled to the U.S. as an adult. Her dream was always to be 
an artist, and after years of working on her art and working to support herself, she is now 
able to be a full-time artist. Samea is an alumna of New York University and Columbia 
University where she studied art and public policy. She often works with charities and 
nonprofits like USaid to give back to her community in Afghanistan and hopes to make a 
real, lasting difference in the country one day. Samea worked with our marketing team to 
create the beautiful butterfly motif for this event and bring art and color into our World 
Refugee Day celebration.



ORGANIZATIONS
ACCOMPANY CAPITAL creates a pathway to self-sufficiency for immigrant and refugee 
entrepreneurs in New York City.  We have provided refugee-owned businesses with over 
1,454 loans totaling over $6,000,000 and over 1,700 refugees have invested more than 
$24,000,000 in our IDA Program, receiving matching funds from Accompany Capital to 
invest in education, homeownership, and small business expansion, as well as technical 
and business training and assistance.  

THE BROOKLYN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC is committed to providing a nurturing en-
vironment that promotes and personifies excellence, collaboration, and community for 
individuals engaged in performing and music study. BKCM was founded by immigrants 
121 years ago, and throughout the years our institution has benefited greatly from the 
contributions of students, teachers and performers from all cultures and countries of or-
igin. We offer private and group instruction in every major instrument as well as an early 
childhood music program for parents and children and a Suzuki program. The Music 
Partners and Music Therapy divisions bring music education programs and music thera-
py to schools, youth, senior and adult-support service centers, foster care agencies, and 
other community-based organizations. Throughout the year, the Conservatory presents 
concerts and community-wide events. 

CAMBA, since 1977, has helped New Yorkers transform their lives by providing holistic 
programs to individuals, families and communities. Many New Yorkers face daily 
hurdles such as housing instability, living with HIV/AIDS, language barriers, domestic 
violence, and insufficient job skills. CAMBA takes a comprehensive approach to helping 
individuals, families and communities thrive, offering integrated programs in: Economic 
Development, Education & Youth Development, Family Support, Health, Housing, and 
Legal Services. Our programs build inclusive communities where New Yorkers have the 
support they need to reach their full potential. 

THE CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK provides a range 
of programs and services to assist the poor and vulnerable, non-Catholics and 
Catholics alike in New York City and communities in the Hudson Valley. The Refugee 
Resettlement department of Catholic Charities Community Services provides assistance 
to refugees, asylees, SIVs, Cuban/Haitian entrants, certified victims of trafficking, 
and unaccompanied minors from diverse backgrounds. The department offers case 
management, employment-based, and educational services that help clients feel secure 
in their new community.

HIAS stands for a world in which refugees find welcome, safety, and freedom. HIAS 
rescues people whose lives are in danger for being who they are. We protect the 
most vulnerable refugees, helping them build new lives and reuniting them with their 
families in safety and freedom. We advocate for the protection of refugees and assure 
that displaced people are treated with the dignity they deserve. Guided by our Jewish 
values and history, we bring more than 130 years of expertise to our work with refugees.

THE INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE provides opportunities for refugees, asylees, 
victims of human trafficking, survivors of torture, and other immigrants to thrive in 
America. Each year, thousands of people, forced to flee violence and persecution, are 
welcomed by the people of the United States into the safety and freedom of America. 
These individuals have survived against incredible odds. The IRC works with government 
bodies, civil society actors, and local volunteers to help them translate their past 
experiences into assets that are valuable to their new communities. In New York and 
other offices across the country, the IRC helps them to rebuild their lives.

THE LIBERTAS CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS is located in Elmhurst Hospital in Queens. 
Their mission is to provide survivors of torture and human rights violations in the 
New York City area with comprehensive services to help them heal, regain function 
and restore humanity in their lives. Their services include medical and mental health 
care (individual therapy, group therapy and medication management), psycho-
social support, care-coordination and intensive social and legal case management 
to torture survivors who were persecuted at the hands of an authority figure in their 
home countries. If needed, Libertas can also provide psychological or medical forensic 
evaluations in support of asylum cases. In addition, they are currently providing art 
therapy to their patients. Since 2010, Libertas has used a strengths-based, trauma-
informed and culturally-sensitive approach to providing holistic services to survivors of 
torture so they may lead healthy, confident and hopeful lives.

THE MAYOR'S OFFICE OF IMMIGRANT AFFAIRS (MOIA) promotes the well-being of 
immigrant communities. In the de Blasio administration, we have prioritized three broad 
goals: enhance the economic, civic, and social integration of immigrant New Yorkers; 
facilitate access to justice for immigrant New Yorkers; and advocate for continued 
immigration reforms at all levels of government in order to eliminate inequities that 
impact New York's immigrant communities.

NEW WOMEN NEW YORKERS (NWNY) provides professional development and other 
programs to empower immigrant women to secure their first paying, meaningful job 
in the NYC workforce or pursue higher education. NWNY also offers a safe, inclusive 
space where immigrant women can build community and share their stories.  NWNY 
partners with the NYPL and other host organizations to offer its flagship LEAD workforce 
development program in several neighborhoods in NYC, and with The Moth for its 
storytelling program. 

RUTH’S REFUGE is the only organization devoted to providing furniture and home 
essentials to refugees and asylum seekers rebuilding their lives in New York City. Our 
goal at Ruth's Refuge is to welcome these families by providing them with apartment 
furnishings and other home essentials in partnership with local resettlement agencies. 

WELCOME HOME JERSEY CITY is an all-volunteer 501(c)(3) organization that provides 
housing, employment, and education support to refugees, asylees, and asylum-seekers 
in the Jersey City area. Fun Club, our weekly enrichment program, includes academic 
coaching and language instruction for the entire family, and promotes one of the twin 
goals of the Refugee Admissions Program: integration into the community. Visit us at 
https://welcomehomerefugees.org



SUNDAY JUNE 20TH, 2PM:
BKCM GARDEN | 2PM–5PM
Art Garden Open
Craft Table 
Sponsor Info Tables

MAIN STAGE | 2:00–4:30PM
Anastassiya Maximenko, MC

WORLD REFUGEE DAY MUSIC FESTIVAL WILL BE FOLLOWED BY:
MID-BLOCK STAGE | 5:00–6PM
Laura Elkeslassy – Judeo-Arab hits from the greatest divas of North Africa

Missed our virtual WRD event on Friday? Check it out at 
facebook.com/brooklynconservatory

The Brooklyn Conservatory of Music is a non-profit community music school 
offering music education, music therapy and community concerts and events to 
thousands of New Yorkers every year. Learn more at bkcm.org.

2:10pm
2:20pm
2:30pm
2:40pm
2:55pm
3:30pm
3:50pm
4:05pm

Yuriy Uteyev
Alena Edelman
Anna Zemskova
Ziba Dramane
Jei Fabiane
Navrioska Mateo 
Lorelei Salas
Sesame Flyers International 

Flute 
Storytelling
Storytelling
Singer
Singer
Visual Artist/Painting
Storytelling
Soca Dancing & Steel Pan


